
ST730 Cotton Hooded Zip
290 g/m², Organic combed cotton 



Quality: 100 % organic combed cotton

Oxford grey: 85% organic cotton / 15% viscose (OCS-blend certified) 

Weight: 290 g/m²

Box: 25 pcs.

ST730 Cotton Hooded Zip is 1 of 3 sweatshirts which we can offer you in organic cotton.
 

Here you see the sweatshirt with hood, zipper, and kangaroo pocket. We also offer a crewneck

sweatshirt, ST700 Cotton Sweat and a hood and kangaroo pocket sewatshirt, ST710 Cotton Hooded

Sweat, all made of organic cotton.
 

The hood is lined with single jersey. The casing is stitched with flatlock stitch and the cord is 1.5 cm

wide with a closed metal aglet at the end. The hole for the drawstrings is round and is sewed with a

strong thread and tight stitches as a real eyelet.
 



At the front the sweatshirt there is a kangaroo pocket placed on top of the rib, it makes the pocket a

little bigger and gives the sweatshirt a nice detail that you do not see in our other sweatshirts.

The pocket and pocket opening are sewed with flatlock. There are bartacks at the top and bottom of

the pocket opening to make the pocket stronger.

You also see flatlock stitching at the armhole, neckline, sleeve, and bottom rib.
 

We used a 2x2 rib cotton/elastane in sleeves and bottom of the sweatshirt. The elastane in the rib

gives it more flexibility and a rib with elastane remains nicer after washing.
 

The sweatshirt has a black YKK metal zipper.
 

To make the sweatshirt soft and warm we have lightly brushed the inside of the fabric.
 

ST730 Cotton Hooded Zip is label free and has only a small size label on the left side of the neck.

The product is designed and manufactured so that it can be washed many times without any

significant change in shape and color.
 

Why 100% Cotton?
 

1. No sublimation issues.
 

2. No polyester against your skin.
 

3. The finishing process makes shrinkages and colorfastness close to what we see in

cotton/polyester mix.
 

Therefore, this sweatshirt is suitable for printing, DTG, and embroidery. The possibilities are many

and we are here to help you to make the best decision for you and your business.



Colors

Black
Black

Oxford Grey
PMS Cool
Grey 7 C

Blue Navy
PMS 533 C


